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Testimony in Support of HB 3017 
My Background 
As Deputy Director of the Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board (OWEB) from its creation by the 1999 Oregon 
Legislature until I retired in 2013, I have been involved with the significant efforts Oregonian’s have made to 
collaboratively address natural resource issues around the state.  During my tenure, I was responsible for helping 
organize watershed councils throughout the state as non-regulatory entities to address resource issues. I was also 
engaged in the development of approaches to head off regulatory and lawsuit solutions to natural resource issues.  
Since retirement I have been involved with collaborative efforts around the state helping communities to address 
regulatory concerns with collaborative solutions. 

Collaboration as an Oregon Approach 
Oregon has invested significantly in cooperative approaches to habitat restoration through OWEB and other efforts to 
address community issues through conversation and cooperation. Most collaborative efforts have been locally led but 
dependent on a “champion” that is typically relying on one-time, or project-based funding.  Only in Harney County have I 
found a community based attempt to provide a stable platform for collaboration.  The High Desert Partnership was 
formed to create a collaborative space to address the many resource, economic and social issues in their rural 
community.  For a County the size of Massachusetts with a population of less than 7,500, this undertaking is short of 
miraculous.  

Why Harney County? 
It is a more than 5 hour drive from Salem to Burns, likewise it is about a 2 and a half hour drive from Seneca to Rome 
across Harney County.  Harney County is one of the most sparsely populated areas in the country, yet it remains a close 
community that tries to solve their own issues. The spirit of collaboration has been a hallmark of the region for more 
than a decade.  Looking at collaboration as a useful approach to bring community members together and solve problems 
for all community members. The High Desert Partnership was founded to ease the tensions between the Malheur 
National Wildlife Refuge and local ranchers. From that beginning the effort grew to look at forest management, wildfire 
management, youth engagement, and economic conditions as issues that are amenable to a collaborative approach to 
address. This is a remarkable achievement that has saved Oregonians time and money that could have easily been spent 
on legal fees and community conflict. 

The Importance of a Model 
The Oregon Consensus Center and the High Desert Partnership model decades long efforts to approach community 
issues in a new way.  The importance of modeling collaborative behavior in these divided times could not be more 
important. The opportunity for this relatively small investment is to model collaborative behavior throughout the State.  
By investing in a stable location and venue for collaboration the Oregon Legislature can look at education in a very 
different way. The model of collaboration has been recognized across the west.  The article from the High Country News 
last November provides a good illustration of the value of the approach and the importance of modeling an approach 
that solves problems rather than focuses on conflict. 

I urge you to consider passing HB 3017 out of Committee when you have a Work Session with a do pass 
recommendation. 
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